SAMF2022 at CATHEDRAL BASILICA
38 Cathedral Place, St. Augustine, FL 32084

Thursday, June 23, 2022, 7:30 pm

VIRTUOSITY AND BEAUTY

PYOTR ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY | Adagio Molto for String Quartet and Harp
Dedicated to the memory of Debra Bergstrom and Margaret Cinberg SAMF board members who we lost
this year and Bonnie Foster Emeritus board members who we lost in 2021..

WILLIAM GRANT STILL | Serenade for Flute, Harp and Strings
Dedicated to the memory of Luis V. Peña and all the people we lost to COVID-19.

NICCOLÓ PAGANINI | Guitar Quartet No. 15
I. Maestoso
II. Minuetto a Canone – Andantino
III. Recitativo – Andante Sostenuto, con sentimento
IV. Adagio Cantabile
V. Rondo Allegretto

– INTERMISSION –
ALEXANDER BORODIN | String Quartet No. 2
I. Allegro Moderato
II. Scherzo, Allegro
III. Notturno, Andante
IV. Andante – Vivace

MAURICE RAVEL | Introduction and Allegro for Harp, Flute, Clarinet and String Quartet

VIOLIN: Nigel Armstrong, Gabriela Peña
VIOLA: Jorge Peña
CELLO: Jin Kim-Peña
FLUTE: Les Roettges
CLARINET: Giovanni Bertoni
HARP: Justine Dawn Tiu
GUITAR: Silviu Octavian Ciulei

PROGRAM NOTES
STILL | Serenade for Flute, Clarinet, Harp & Strings (1957)
The rich, lyrical music of William Grant Still (1895-1978) belies the extraordinary context in which it was composed. As a black musician living and
working in America during the era of segregation, the Great Depression and
two World Wars, the odds were stacked against him. Despite this, he was
a prolific and successful composer in his lifetime, writing nearly 200 major
works many of which are now canon.
Serenade is typical of Still’s mellifluous musical style. It was composed in
1957 on a commission for Great Falls High, Montana - initially as a work for
full orchestra but later reduced by the composer for a small yet perfectly
balanced chamber ensemble borrowed from Ravel. Over its short span, the work
explores many lyrical, quasi-spiritual melodies and lush often dark harmonies, that offer a tip of the hat
to the Jazz and Blues styles that were prominent at the time.

BORODIN | String Quartet No. 2 (1881)
Although he thought of himself primarily as a chemist and an academic (fields
in which he was by no means a minor figure), Alexander Borodin (1833-1887)
is more widely remembered today for his contributions to music. He was a
key member of the group of Russian composers called ‘The Five’, who worked
together to forge a distinct Russian voice in classical music by incorporating
traditional Russian folk elements into classical forms and idioms.
The String Quartet No.2 was composed in 1881 over the course of one of
Borodin’s frequent retreats to the Russian countryside to focus on his musical
pursuits. The work is set in a traditional four movement form and is dedicated
to his wife Ekaterina, possibly as a gift on their 20th anniversary. Musically it is
characterised by an affectionate, intimate style and the playful interaction of long, lyrical melodies often
shared between the cello and first violin.

PROGRAM NOTES
PAGANINI | Guitar Quartet No. 15 (1820)
The Italian violinist and composer Niccolo Paganini (1782-1840) is today thought of as the archetypal musical virtuoso. He achieved unprecedented success and infamy in his own time, as much for his
tumultuous personal life as his staggeringly inventive violin playing. His contributions to the violin were pivotal to the instrument’s development, and
many of his innovations are today considered key pillars of the modern violin
technique.
The majority of Paganini’s compositional output casts the violin in a soloistic
role, which is to be expected given that he composed almost exclusively for
his own performances. The Guitar Quartet No. 15 however, is one of the rare
works of his that does not place the violin in the spotlight, instead it combines some of Paganini’s more
disparate musical interests. Most notably, it is the only quartet of his to employ guitar rather than the
traditional second violin, but perhaps more surprising is the solo role it assigns the viola. Paganini was
equally prominent as a viola soloist in his time, and this quartet thoroughly explores the vocal, singing
style of playing he pioneered, inspired by the sound of Italian opera.

RAVEL | Introduction & Allegro for Harp, Flute, Clarinet & String Quartet (1905)
Maurice Ravel (1875-1938) is considered to be one of the most prominent
and characteristic French voices in classical music. Today, his works are firmly
established in the repertory for both orchestras and soloists and are admired
by audiences worldwide. His musical output is often considered a bridge
between the Romantic and Modern idioms and borrows from a diverse range
of stylistic influences from Baroque to Jazz and Blues.
Ravel was a famously meticulous composer, taking copious time to painstakingly plan and draft his music in unprecedented detail. One exception to this
rule however exists in his catalog, the Introduction & Allegro for Harp, Flute,
Clarinet & String Quartet. This work was composed at the request of the harp
manufacturer Erard, who wanted to display the expressive capabilities of their new chromatic pedal
harp. Ravel accepted the commission, knowing that he had a boating trip with friends rapidly approaching - he completed the work at breakneck speed in only 2 weeks. Despite its swift genesis, the work
is unmistakably Ravel: concise, clear, and melodic but with an unmatched spontaneity and brilliance
particularly prominent in the glittering harp writing.
Program notes written by Benjamin Picard ©2022
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